
Fokker S.14 Machtrainer Czech Master Resini resin kit 
Monoplane advanced training 

Scale 1:72 
The Fokker S.12 Machtrainer was the first aircraft 
specifically designed as a jet propelled training air-
craft. It was also Fokker’s first jet design and the 
fourth (and last) in the post-war series of training air-
craft of the factory. Student and instructor were seated 
side by side, a configuration, which was judged to be 
best for the instruction process, but was not the same a
“operational life”. The aircraft could be equipped with a gun pack under the fuselage. Fokker considered also 

developing a ground attack version of the aircraft, but 
no customers were found for that variant. As a trainer 
the S.14 only served with the Dutch Royal Air Force 
(KLu) in limited numbers, as at that same time the 
European market was flooded by artificially cheap 
Lockheed T-33’s not to be competed with commer-
cially

s in the jet fighters the students were supposed to fly in 

ii. 
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The kit is packed in a plastic bag and contains the 
resin parts, a vacuum formed plastic cockpit roof, a 
coloured photograph and an instruction sheet. There 
are no decals included. The kit provides the parts 
needed to build the gun pack. 

The instruction sheet is limited to a six-view drawing 
with summary painting instructions, so most of the in-
formation for building the kit must be obtained from 
other documentation.iii

Alting (ref. 1), Hegener (ref. 2), Hooftman (ref. 3), Scho
and Braas (ref. 7) list the dimensions of the S.14, while Hegener, Vredeling and Braas present a three-view 
drawing. 

enmaker (ref. 4), Wesselink (ref. 5), Vredeling (ref. 6) 

 Ref. 1:72 model 
Span 12.00-12.04 m 166.7-167.2 mm mm 
Length 13.30-13.35 m 184.7-185.4 mm mm 
Height 4.70-4.75 m 65.3-66.0 mm mm 
Engine Rolls Royce Derwent V or VIII; 15,450 kN   
Crew 2   
Armament 2 cannon 20 mmiv, 8 rockets or 8 bombsv   

General 

The kit includes parts to build S.14 with the gun pack under the fuselage. I did not experience any problems 
with badly corresponding panel lines, as seems the case with the up-
graded kit. 

Cockpit 
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Fuselage 

The fuselage is composed of two almost solid halves. This means the model becomes very heavy, almost too 
heavy to be supported by the (resin) undercarriage. Although I reinforced the wheel axles and the attachment to 
the wing by small metal pins, with time the undercarriage starts saggingvi. It is also impossible to accommodate 
sufficient lead to keep the m=nose wheel down; at the slightest disturbance the S.14 takes off. 

Wing 

<text> 

Undercarriage 

<text> 

Final assembly 

According to photographs the orange colour is not day glow, so I have just used Humbrol xx (orange). Decals 
for the rosettes come from a general-purpose decal sheet of Dutch Decal, the registration also from a general-
purpose decal sheet. The ejection seat decal I borrowed from my son’s surplus collection. I have cut the cockpit 
roof in two parts to slide it backwards, exposing the cockpit interior. Below some pictures of the completed 
S.14 model are shown. 
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i <web adress of kit producer>www.xxx.yyy 
ii The Fokker S.13 crew trainer had the same fate. It was pushed off the market by cheap (or even presented free of charge) American 
Beechcrafts. 
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iii An update of the kit has been issued in 2010. Both the kit’s contents and the building instructions have been greatly improved. A 
building report of the upgraded kit will be issued later. 
iv In gun pack. 
v Under wing. 
vi In the upgraded kit the undercarriage is made of a different kind of resin, probably to alleviate this problem. 


